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assessment less painful
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As the unemployment rate has dipped to near 4 percent,

companies are looking for any advantage in getting job

candidates on the payroll.

Dallas-based OutMatch has a new platform that aims to help

lower the barriers to employment — on both sides of the equation

— starting with candidate assessment, that annoying thorn in any

potential hire’s side.

“Assessment has not been something that candidates have, let’s

just say, looked forward to,” said Greg Moran, OutMatch’s

president and CEO.

The company has a no-frills approach to making it less painful:

figure out what skills are actually needed using data, and strip

down the assessment to its bare bones.

“We get the assessment down to just a few minutes, really quick,

and get the experience to a much more enjoyable experience,” he

said. “Enjoyable really defined as: short.”

The process is simultaneously streamlined for hiring managers,

who are able to take a quick peek at the assessment results, understand how the person might fit into

their organization, and decide whether to move forward. If they do, OutMatch feeds the manager

interview questions and the answers to look out for.

Formed in 2015 through the merger of Dallas-based Assess Systems with Moran’s New York-based

Chequed.com, the new company set out to put data and analytics in the hands of decision makers so

they can make more informed decisions in the hiring process. It rebranded as OutMatch in 2016.
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“We’ve really spent the last two years rebuilding this platform from the ground up,” Moran said.

The company declined to provide exact sales figures but said that annual revenue is “approximately

$20 million,” with growth from 2015 to 2016 in the range of 15 to 20 percent.

“Looking forward, we’re anticipating that those growth rates will continue to accelerate,” Moran added.

Some of OutMatch’s biggest clients include Subway, Chili’s and Disney, companies — particularly in the

restaurant industry — in which hiring managers might already find themselves buried in work, without

having to sort through complicated assessment results.

“It’s built for that field-level manager out there. They’re managing the Chili’s restaurant, that’s their full-

time job. Hiring is not their full-time job,” he said.

OutMatch, which got a $36 million investment from Silicon Valley-based Trident Capital to back the

merger in 2015, sees itself as akin to a Salesforce for the sales world or a Marketo for the marketing

world.

“HR has been a real lagger in that,” Moran said. “Companies are shifting to say, ‘How can we use data?

… Every single hiring decision that we make, we need to put data behind this with the same rigor that

we’ve been applying in every other department.’”

Shawn Shinneman
Staff Writer
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